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Introduction

Welcome to the world of ILO
(Initial Licence Offerings).
In this document you will find the structure
and path that helps you understand the
entire market place as it stands today, what
it takes to be ILOable, our process to listing
an ILO on either our main platform or one
of the new sector driven sites, and the tech
tools that are at your disposal to help you
build, buy and trade ILOs.
We expect that the reader of this document
understands what an ILO is. However if
you find yourself reading this and you
have not either started our course at www.
ILOuniversity.com or had an introduction,
it is best to do that first. You can visit www.
ILOexchange.com and hit the “Why List an
ILO?” and “Why Buy an ILO?” buttons to gain
a basic understanding.
As our eco system develops, we are adding
features, tech and processes so that we
can scale our business. Our main focus
here is to bring efficiency and scalability
to the capital markets and therefore in
turn to the companies and ultimately, the
market sectors we collectively finance.
With this in mind, we must be efficient as

a company and we must be scalable as a
service provider. We cannot ask our listed
companies to do something we ourselves
are not doing, so we built more tools and
added more services to help you, working in
conjunction with you, by listening to you as
we grow.
As you will see from the index page, this
document covers a lot of ground and
provides a series of links. Hit these links and
get yourselves proficient with the sites. This
will make it easy for you to use them and
therefore gain the most benefit.
The Eco System of ILO was created with a
precise strategy and deep consciousness
because we had time to think, plan and
whiteboard every single eventuality.
We stand alone in this ILO market. As
the creators of it, we are building it and
therefore crossing an enormous chasm
into the mainstream capital markets for
a fundamental alternative that itself will
become a standard.

We took this time to develop a strategy not
just for a single platform trying a new market
mechanism, but as an entire marketplace
itself with a new innovative mechanism at
its core.
We dug into the legal aspects, the formulas
and processes, the strategy to scale, the
importance of community and training.
We have over 1000 ILO domain names.
We have over 20 websites with 60 more in
development. We are making everything
do one thing and have one focus, allowing
people to interact on their terms, not just
what we think they want. We built for
diversity in both location and business
sectors, as we found many nuances in both
these areas and then we found solutions
to those nuances. Again, we had time and
we used it wisely. We signed up multiple
companies totalling over 390 million USD
in ILOs. We are building (in a Joint venture)
our first ILO fund. We have closed deals with
huge buying networks, and we have written,
structured and filmed our training program
to make ILO Specialists via our own ILO
University.
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Section 1:

The Process

The process to filter new transactions has
been established using a combination of
tech, training and listing agents. We are
expecting to be inundated with companies
and therefore we need to be able to cope
and achieve the most possible from this
mass of applications.

This diagram demonstrates the strategy
that is designed to permit ILOCX to scale
into multiple sectors and country based
platforms.
Data flows between feeder sites such as ILO
Quote and ILO Exchange as well as sectorbased platforms like ILO Tunes.
ILOCX is the trading platform that links every
ILO no matter the sector or location.

One last piece of the puzzle is a run through
our checking engine which is currently
hosted at www.Beshizzle.com

 ere is part of that process described in the
H
following pages.

At the end of this process, a potential ILO
issuer gets a `DRAFT` Term Sheet. (see
below the term sheet format) They also get
a Beshizzle report on their website. (see a
sample of this below or try one yourself at
Beshizzle.com)

To get a quote for an ILO, a prospect
answers 5 key questions at www.ILOquote.
com. Our algorithm then determines if an
ILO is possible based on the numbers alone.
Once this gives a positive quote, then you
can move to sales. This will show a user
what they could expect from the sales side
of ILO after the ILOs are sold and qualified.
This is all used as data for the term sheet.

Therefore, a company discovering an
ILO can get a quote for the capital raise
and potential sales, receive a term sheet
explaining that, and get a report on
inefficiencies on their website, all before
a human being at our end has seen the
application. By the time ILOCX sees the
deal, we know they qualify, and that they
have the fee, and are ready to go.
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Prospects enter basic information
to obtain a quote.

ILO Quote
www.iloquote.com

Once completed it either:
• rejects the numbers as an ILO
would not be possible
or
• offers you a Quote
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Then it sends you to ILOsales to
get information about how the
promotional side of ILO works,
and how it can benefit hugely in
the offering.
RESULT:

ILO Sales
www.ilosales.com
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At this point, in the background, our
checking engine, Beshizzle, runs a full check
on your website, finding any serious errors
on your site.
If we find any issues, we follow up with
an email, displayed here, informing the
company we found problems that need to
be corrected before we can conduct an ILO.

Beshizzle
www.beshizzle.com

Our tech does all of this automatically.
We are currently using Beshizzle as
our checking engine while we are
developing ILO Check. Beshizzle and
ILO Check will be consolidated into
ilocheck.com.
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Now we can automatically offer you a full
draft PDF term sheet, and you can share the
results with colleagues through a range of
communication methods like Whatsapp,
Telegram, etc.

Term Sheet
See All Documents
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Now is the time for you to begin our listing
process which will connect you to all
exchanges and platforms, matching you
with the one that best fits your company.
Whether that’s ILO Exchange, ILO CX, ILO
Tunes or an industry specific ILO platform.

ILO Listing
www.iloexchange.com

We link directly with exchanges
ensuring you find the best audience
for your ILO. At this point the listing
process is complete.
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Section 2:

The Platforms

We have adopted a strategy which allows ILO to become a mainstream
event, country by country and sector by sector. We have started the
build of this strategy with the platforms already live and featured
herein this document. We have a long way to go and we will achieve
it with local partnerships. We understand that there will be a global
exchange but also within sectors and jurisdictions there will be
differences, and, in some cases, these differences require a completely
different structure.

• ILOExchange.com
• ILOCX.com
• ILOTunes.com
• ILONetwork.com
• Thailandcx.com
In the case of both ILO Tunes and ILO Network, the 3-year term and
the choices at this point in time don’t work. Therefore, we restructured
these ILOs to be straight Licenses with a fixed term between 15 and 50
years that pay royalties and direct commissions on sales, still hosted
on a platform that provides a secondary market.
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The Exchange
ILO Exchange has:
• the ability to receive applications from
companies
• guides on buying and listing ILOs
• a quick checkout system
• a license generator
• a distribution system
• a database (capable of tracking unlimited
numbers of licenses)
• the ability to validate qualified licenses
• the ability to distribute royalties
• fully integrated payment processing

ILO Exchange
www.iloexchange.com
@iloexchange | #iloexchange
All ILOs will be available to search and
view through ILO Exchange. With some
directing, it will guide you to the relevant
platform. For example, a music ILO may
direct you to ILO Tunes.
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Buy
On ILO Exchange, buyers can choose from a wide
range of ILOs, receive and store their licenses, qualify
their licenses, download financial statements as well
as receive updates on their ILOs.

Secondary market
ILO Exchange users can easily move onto our trading
platform, ILO CX, using the same account details and
have immediate access to their existing ILO Exchange
licenses. There they can easily trade licenses using
the CX platform.
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ILO CX is our professional trading
platform, that also acts as a
secondary market trading platform
for ILO Exchange.

ILOCX
www.ilocx.com

ILO CX will take listings from
professional pre-approved listing
agents, and also allow people who
missed out on an ILO on any other
exchange to get in on it and buy a
pre-qualified ILO by allowing people
who bought ILOs at launch to sell
their licenses.
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This is our first sector-based platform,
exampled here.
We recognise nuances within many
business sectors as we build out the
main ILO platforms.

ILO Tunes
www.ilotunes.com

ILOs themselves are unique and require
very different processes within our tech,
hence the immense workload to adapt
our tech to work for ILOs This is the same
for industries like music.
All different sector-based platforms need
different processes. They have different
questions and different audiences,
attributes and rewards.
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ILOs are not only versatile, they are also
incredibly flexible and adaptable. A perfect case
study for this is ILO Network.
We were faced with an interesting problem when a
company approached us wanting to list their suite
of products as individual ILOs. An ILO was to be
made for each product rather than the company
as a whole. For us, this was something new and we
weren’t too sure whether it would work. But true
to our ethos, we dug into the idea. At first, it didn’t
seem to fit, but then we realised that, with a small
restructure and additional tech, we could not only
make it possible, we could make it pretty amazing.

ILO Network
www.ilonetwork.com
@ilonetwork

We had a large number of consumer products at
great prices made by a company that wanted new
marketing, sales and distribution channels. We
brought everything they asked for to the table along
with the ability to raise additional funds via the sale of
their multiple product ILOs.
To make this new form of ILO work we knew the price
of each ILO had to be low to remove any barrier to
entry. We also needed to go big on the numbers. We
saw such opportunity in this restructed ILO format that
we created a whole new addition to our eco-system
and named it ILO Network. Built specifically for and
aimed at networkers.
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Based on our pre-existing tech, ILO Network was able to scale up transaction
volume allowing the system to work with large numbers, whilst following sales
and tracking commision.
An additional API build successfully merged the ILO structure with an e-commerce
site, allowing sales to be tracked seamlessly. ILO Network can now verify sales and
provide instant commision to Active Sellers where due.
Networkers and individuals looking for ILOs with active sales potential can use
ILO Network to find ILOs for any number of different products, and buy those they
specifically want to sell directly and actively get both commission and royalties.
ILO Network is now open to products wishing to list. Once approved, they go
through the usual procedures for relevancy, quality, scale and market appeal. If
successful, the company selling must adopt our Sales Tracking System (STS) on
their website. This allows us to issue check-out codes and sales links, which are
tracked by ILO Network.

Why it works
Product based ILOs are different and need a number of factors to
succeed. The ILO itself comes at a lower entry premium (listing
fee) but is also sold in volume. Using our API to track sales and
commission is a must, as well as providing a detailed sales pack,
including training and sales aids, etc, for ILO purchasers.
ILOs on ILO Network also have a longer lifespan, 10 years instead of 3,
with royalties and direct commission on sales being paid where due
for the period. These key things are how we created a product-based
ILO that works and, better still, works for everyone in the value chain.
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Thailand CX is a purpose-built platform
for ILOs in Thailand. This replication of our
core platform will be made in every county
where we can find a partner. The main differentiators in forging markets will be local
products, language and currency including
payment gateway services.

THAILANDCX
www.thailandcx.com
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Section 3:

The entire
ECO-System

The entire ILO ECO system is growing like a culture. It has its efficiency
DNA firmly at its core and it is using this attribute to advance in
readiness to dominate in a market that desperately needs it. This
has been proven out by the overwhelming results we have witnessed
during the build-up phase. Companies signed up to list before we had
the exchange live or, even a demo. Buyer groups flocked to our videos
and sites, looking for opportunities, and now more listing agents are
registering. On top of this, buyers are lining up for the online training
module at ILO University, and partners are inventing services that can
assist in the growth.
In this section of the document you will see some of the fringe services
that are developing inside the eco-system. More are coming from our
partners all over the world.

This document is an open invitation to join us and partner with
us in any area that helps SMEs get from where they are now to
the next level in their growth cycle.
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ILO University offers online courses and training on
the subject of ILO trading, buying and listing.
What is The ILO Masterclass and why do you care?
ILO Masterclass from ILO University is the
only accredited course to put you on track to
becoming a key player in the new and rapidly
expanding field of ILOs.
The 6-week online course provides in-depth
teaching, getting you up to speed on ILOs, unique
license agreements which allow the holder
to make both passive and active income on
products and promotions through portfolios and
active selling.

ILO Univerity
www.ilouniversity.com

You’ll be right at the front of the gold rush and feel
like the Mastermind behind Wall Street as you learn
to navigate the ILO eco-system that’s about to
rock the very foundations that capital raising and
distribution are built on. Companies and active
sellers are already building their careers around ILOs
and making millions. In 6 weeks you’ll be able to do
the same.
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The course outlines in detail why ILOs have the capacity to
revolutionise both the trading and marketing world for brands
and businesses, and how you can capitalise on this shift in capital
raising and selling. You will learn why ILOs are such a powerful
tool for any emerging company, product or tech. You will realise
the potential for harnessing social networks and how everything
works together to help companies grow.
The ONLY way you can fully utilise the potential of the ILO is to
become an ILO Expert by graduating from the ILO Masterclass
Course at ILO University. Once graduated, you will have insider
access to hundreds of active selling products and all the
information you need to become a Consultant or Listing Agent.

You will leave the course knowing how to sell these ILOs
yourself, manage a portfolio of your own and consult with
companies looking to launch ILOs. You will also get $500
to buy ILOs of your choosing and $1,000 for anyone you
introduce to the course with your very own referral code.
There is no downside to getting involved in this rapidly
growing world of ILOs. Being a pioneer in this emerging
field means there is all to play for and immense wealth to
be generated.
The ILO world needs leaders, and to become a leader, all
you need is the ILO Masterclass.
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ILO Chat is a forum where people can discuss current and coming ILOs, exchange
tips, look for answers, and share with the
ILO community.

ILO Chat
www.ilochat.com
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ILO Social is a platform for potential
Buyers to see if they have the potential for
ILOs and register to receive all the latest
news and offers.

ILO Social
www.ilosocial.com
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ILOID can tell you whether or not an ILO is
authentic, has passed strict qualifiers and
is ready to be traded.
More importantly, it tells you if an ILO is
not what it seems. Find out if your ILO is
authentic now.

ILO ID
www.iloid.com

If the ID is not valid, the icon
goes red.
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We are exploring and testing various
methods using a blockchain to govern
certain aspects of ILO. We have a keen eye
on it and will implement it when we, as a
management team, can be sure that it can
cope and scale with the kind of numbers we
will need. Right now, we do not believe that
blockchain would enhance our structure to
settle the trades between buyers and sellers.
It will slow the process down.

ILO Blockchain
www.iloblockchain.com

However, using blockchain to audit and
run in the background is smart. Using
blockchain to run smart contracts makes
sense. We have the blockchain site to
keep up to date with Blockchain events
and advancements, so we too can help to
pioneer this cutting-edge technology.
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PromoILO is a platform for companies
looking to promote their product to find
creative minds that help them, from
redesigning, to advertising or events.

PromoILO
www.promoilo.com
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ILO Agent is a service provider connecting
companies who woud like to list an ILO to
their local listing agent.

ILO Agent
www.iloagent.com
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Initial license offering is a research
organization which disseminates key
information and sources of information
about the ILO sector.

Initial License Offering
www.initiallicenseoffering.com

We want to bring about
awareness for a growing
marketplace that has yet to
define its role or produce
leaders that will command
the arena.
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ILOit facilitates consumer-led campaigns
empowering anyone, anywhere to bring
companies and products into the ILO ecosystem.
ILOit harnesses the power of people en masse,
empowering them to make direct connections and
directly affect companies and products they love.
By mobilising this mass and showing its potential
to relevant companies, ILOit facilitates ILO creation,
utilising prior demand to ensure success. Just
as with everything in the ILO ecosystem, ILOit is
reciprocal, offering companies a guaranteed ILO
audience and consumers the chance to not only
be seen and heard by companies and brands
they love, but also to get a slice of the pie for
themselves.

ILOit
www.iloit.com
Consumers that use ILOit are already fans of a
product or company and want to see it come
onto the ILO Market. They use ILOit to amplify
their message, sharing with friends, family and
supporters to build momentum, eventually
seeing the ILO come to market and be available
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Companies and products gaining momentum with a large body of
people agreeing that they should ‘ILOit’ are featured on the front
page of the ILOit website. This encourages others to pledge their
interest and promote the potential ILO further.
Consumers are encouraged to post ILO-able companies and
products, not just for the hope of a slice of that ILO pie, but also for
the benefits they are entered into by ILOit’s logging system.
When a consumer lists a new potential ILO or supports an existing
petition they are logged on the system and automatically credited
as a pre-promoter of that ILO, should it come to fruition. Prepromoters are allocated ILOs, should they become available, at a
preferential price (subject to approval by the issuing company).

The ILOit launch will be structured in two stages:
• First, physical stickers will be created and placed on anything
‘ILOable’ as a guerrilla marketing tactic. The use of the hashtag
#ILOit will also be used across social channels on posts
referring to ILOable companies and products. The sticker and
hashtag campaign will draw companies’ attention to ILOit.
All stickers and hashtags will lead them to the ILOit website
that will hold full details of what ILOit is about. Companies
and product creators will learn that ILOs created through ILOit
have an instant audience and are also a great way to create
a following, raise cash, build distributors and turbocharge
business via sales and mass promotion.
• The second stage will see an ILOit app launched which will act
as a funnel for all ILOit petitions and activity and log requests
digitally.
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Consumers adding companies and products to the ILOit app
are also entered into a random generator that could see them
included in other friends and family rounds for new ILOs,
nominated for an ILO Connector Award or gain free access to ILO
University (value £1950).
What’s more, ILOit doesn’t just harness the power of the masses
for consumer purposes, it’s also Eco-Friendly.

Using its ability to empower people to come together
and make things happen, ILOit shares this positive
energy to create an eco-army working on a range of
campaigns to better the world. Raising awareness
and giving back, with initiatives like International Rice
Day and Math Week, as well as multiple sustainability
promoting events.

Making money and building awareness for important issues is vital
for ILOit and the team.
We are dedicated to using the app’s ability to harness people
power and an interconnected supply chain across the globe for
a good cause. We are bursting with ideas to make better, faster,
fairer and more secure interactions, and, in turn, make the world a
better place.
34

Section 4:

Update 
Q2 2019

As we have now been running live ILOs we have feedback, data and
information you can only get by doing it as opposed to planning to do it.
ILOCX changes the market a little at the front end but it then alters a lot
at the back end. Meaning, the impact we will have on market stimulus
is huge. We will shift the dial on SME successes, making them focus
on and get rewarded by the right thing: revenue. We utilise this last
remaining frontier in the capital markets: company revenue. It is our
main rule, that a company must be “revenue ready”. It is also the main
thing the market values companies by and the one thing they don’t use
as a focus in funding mechanisms.
Change is difficult, but not that difficult to stop us from making it.
We set out to make revenue the thing, the focus, base funding on it
and use it to reward both sides of the equation. We wanted to lead
that charge from the front. Therefore, we went after revenue as an
organisation too.
Before we launched the platform, we were in revenue. We signed
companies and took in revenue. It’s a powerful thing, capital. Everyone
with an idea or a growing company wants it.
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We have launched ILO Crypto. This platform
allows people with crypto to buy ILOs. It’s a big
deal and got lots of traction on the web but has
not manifested into sales online. This desperately
needs a promotion to get the story written up and
people to use it. It is live and working, now it needs
a community.

ILO Crypto
www.crypto.com
Our partner is Netcents a public company payment
processor for Fiat to crypto.
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We have launched our first accelerator called
ILO Accelerator. We had many companies apply
to list that were not revenue ready, so many, in
fact, we decided to do something with them. We
chose the best ones and put 40 of them into the
accelerator and created a structure around them.

ILO Accelerator
www.ILOac.com

The document on the link above explains
this in great detail and hosts a one-page
summary for each of the 40 companies
inside the structure.
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We have two groups in talks with us
about building a property platform
using our tech. the “Demo” site is
live at ILO Portfolio.

ILO Portfolio
www.ILOportfolio.com

This demo hosts the advancement of
the tech from general sales of ILOs to
also a tech driven solution to qualify
and trade on the secondary platform,
as well as a portfolio valuation
feature that shows the growth in an
ILOers portfolio as they move into the
secondary trading platform.
It is important to note this is not fully
live, it’s a demo.
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The Passion Project is our latest Joint Venture, it’s
a huge deal and a very big box to tick. The passion
Foundation is a government funded program to
help young people get on the right career path.
They train 32,000 kids annually and at the end of
this training give these young people two basic
choices:
• do they want employment, which then drives
them to an apprenticeship under the UK
government’s Apprenticeship Levy
• do they want to be an Entrepreneur (a choice
more and more people are taking). If they
choose entrepreneur, they come to ILO
University (www.ILOuniversity.com ) as the first
step.

The Passion Project
www.passionproject.co.uk

This means our online 40 video-based
training programs has been approved by
them.
Here is the news release confirming the
Joint Venture:
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Five X Now is a piece of tech we developed inhouse and is 100% owned by us. Five X Now allows
‘qualified’ people to buy the ILO University course
for 200$ instead of $2000 and automatically makes
them an affiliate.
On their first sale they are paid 1000$ directly via
the site. The site hosts a dashboard for campaigns
and allows them to generate unlimited check-out
codes and unique URLS to make sales that ensure
they get credited.

FiveX Now
www.FiveXnow.com
The main platform continues to grow with multiple
new companies signed recently.
We need a lot of things as we build out the support
mechanism for the entire marketplace we are
developing.
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We have launched a fashion based initiative called
ILOWear.
License your brand to thousands of people.
We hand pick talented, emerging artists and give
them the distribution they deserve. It can be very
difficult to figure out the business side of your
creative company and reach large audiences of both
consumers and investors. More often than not the
people that create the products are not necessarily
business-minded. We at ILO Wear don’t think they
should have to be. We take care of that for them. We
exhibit designers’ products and collections.

ILO Wear
www.ILOwear.com

We sell licenses to companies, retailers and
investors all over the world for patterns to
produce and manufacture garments and
accessories. This method eliminates the
obstacle of having too many pieces to sell,
not enough space to keep them, which
causes designers to drop their price and
decrease their margins. This method also
cuts down on travel-related pollution from
making goods in cheap places and shipping
them all over the world.
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We launched a new video explainer which has already had 4000 plus
views and can be seen on our YouTube channel here:
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Conclusion

This diagram demonstrates the strategy
that is designed to permit ILOCX to scale
into multiple sectors and country based
platforms.
Data flows between feeder sites such as ILO
Quote and ILO Exchange as well as sector
based platform like ILO Tunes.
ILOCX is the trading platform that links every
ILO no matter the sector or location.

We are still developing, still learning. We
will always be improving, and as we launch
and enhance the current eco-system, more
opportunity is generated. This whole document is
about strategy, scale and achievement. We are
showing you what we have achieved. We
are sharing our strategy for growth and our ability
to scale.

Training has been a huge part of our recent
developments with the launch of ILO University.
As this grows, we can see many other areas where
training for everyone in the eco-system will be
vital.
This document will be updated as developments
take place at www.ILOeco.com
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